The increasing development of social networks provides a unique source for analyzing human dynamics in the modern age. In this paper, we analyze the top-one Internet forum in China "Tianya Club" and identify the statistical properties of hotspots, which can promptly reflect the crowd events in people's real-life. Empirical observations indicate that the interhotspot distribution follows a power law. To further understand the mechanism of such dynamic phenomena, we propose a hybrid human dynamic model that combines "memory" of individual and "interaction" among people. To build a rich simulation and evaluate this hybrid model, we apply three different network datasets i.e., WS network, BA network, and Karate-Club . Our simulation results are consistent with the empirical studies, which indicate that the model can provide a good understanding of the dynamic mechanism of crowd events using such social networking data. We additionally analyze the sensitivity of model parameters and find the optimal model settings.
Introduction
In China, Internet forum is still one type of the most popular social networking sites for various information propagation and discussion among people. For example, Tianya Club http://www.tianya.cn/, simply noted as "TianYa" in this paper , the 12th most visited website in China, is China's biggest Internet forum that provides almost of social networking services like BBS, blog, microblog, and photo sharing, and so forth, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tianya Club . Up to April 2012, Tianya has more than 68 millions registered users and more than one million online users at most of the times. Such forums have tons of information, not only from the perspective of individual behaviors but also in terms of human interactions. Therefore, such social networking sites provide great potential to analyze human behaviors for understanding human dynamics.
In traditional studies, human behavior is usually assumed as random activity and thus be modeled as Poisson processes 1 . This assumption leads to an exponential interevent time distribution of human activities. However, a lot of recent empirical studies have already proved that this assumption is wrong. For example, Barabási first discovered that the timeinterval between sending an email and receiving a reply follows a power-law distribution, with heavy tails 2 . Afterwards, a couple of similar statistical properties in human dynamics are empirically discovered by using various datasets, including web browsing 3 , short message sending 4 , microblogging 5 , netizens' behaviors on the forum 6 , movie watching 7 , and so on.
To understand the intrinsic factor of such heavy-tailed property, Barabási and Vázquez first propose a priority queuing model and successfully explain the phenomenon of human behavior based on task queue 2, 8, 9 . Subsequently, researchers design various human dynamic models for different scenarios, such as aging model 10 , optimization mechanism 11 , influence of deadline 12 , interest-driven model 13, 14 , interest and social identity codriven model 5 , and relative clock model 15 . These models are largely based on the individual level but not on the crowd level. Recently, there are some emerging crowd-level empirical studies and models, which are largely focusing on network emergencies or terrorist incidents. For example, Johnson et al. propose a self-organizing system that dynamically evolves through the continual coalescence or fragmentation of its constituent groups 16-18 . Galam and Moscovici design group decision-making models by using the percolation theory 19-21 . These researches study the social behavior in the network, considering both "individual behavior" and "interaction between individuals." However, these works are mainly focused on the social psychology methods and are based on a complete graph "everyone interacts with everyone" , ignoring the limited structural features of social network. In this paper, we focus on analyzing the real-life social networking datasets. Clauset et al. draw a substitution and competition model for terrorism 22 .
Vazquez et al. first propose a memory model to analyze human dynamics 23 . The memory models consider that humans have perceptions of their past activities, and therefore humans accelerate or reduce their activity rates according to their memories. Such memory models provide a good understanding of the possible dynamic mechanism in various scenarios, for example, interevent time statistics of email and letter communications 23 , terrorism attacks 24 . In addition to memory, interaction and influence from the neighborhood are used to complement the memory model 24, 25 . For example, Zhu et al. propose a model that combines the role of individual social conformity and selfaffirmation psychology for analyzing the possible dynamic mechanism of terrorism attacks 24 . Nevertheless, these human dynamic studies on memory and interaction have several limitations, for example: 1 the interactions are only based on a small group e.g., 2 agents or 4 neighbors in the 2D lattice network , which are not real-life social network with arbitrary relationships, 2 different nodes have different social identity and social influence in reallife-which is not reflected in these models, 3 in these models, the impact of neighbor nodes is ignored while the status of such neighbor nodes is opposite to the node itself.
In this paper, we study the combined impact of memory and node influence i.e., interactions of human dynamics in arbitrary social networks. We analyze the human behaviors in China's largest Internet forum "Tianya Club" , including activities like posting a new topic and adding comments to existing topics. A hotspot in Tianya is the topic with burst comments. We can consider a hotspot as a crowd event in social network. Based on the Tianya datasets, experimental evidence shows that different types of intertime distributions of hotspot topics follow power-law. In addition, we propose a human dynamic model that combines individual habit i.e., "memory" and node influence i.e., "interaction" . While testing with several well-known network datasets, the simulation results of our model are consistent with the empirical observations, which implies that our model offers a suitable explanation of the power-law properties in human dynamics. This paper is organized as follows: after the introduction in Section 1, Section 2 describes the Tianya data; Section 3 shows the empirical results; Section 4 presents our hybrid model on the combination of memory and interaction; Section 5 compares the results of simulation and the empirical ones. Section 6 provides more discussions and Section 7 concludes this paper.
Data Description
Empirical data are collected from TianYa, which is one of the largest online social networking sites in China. Up to the time of writing, there are 68,360,259 users with unique IDs registered in TianYa. The news and topics in Tianya cover all aspects, and therefore it provides a rich dataset to reflect Chinese people's activities and dynamics. The Tianya data has been studied in 26 , analyzing the intercomment time distribution using a simple growingnetwork based model. In this paper, we study a rich and hybrid model considering both memory and interaction. We analyze interhotspot time distribution between outbreak topics, and evaluate the model with 9-month data from three representative topic sessions, namely, "Social-Life" Session-A , "Tittle-Tattle" Session-B , and "Entertainment-Gossip" Session-C . Tables 1 and 2 present the data summary and the data format, respectively. It is worth noting that startTime in Table 2 means the release time of an initial topic, and endTime means the release time of the last reply/comment of this topic.
Empirical Results
This section provides the empirical studies on the Tianya topics. Each topic has an initial post and many following replies see the topic format in Table 2 . We sort topics in a descending order according to the discussion properties e.g., the number of replies, the number views, or the sum of both and identify the top N topics as the hotspots that have maximum discussions, somehow reflecting the crowd events in real-life. Afterwards, we resort these hotspot topics according to their startTime or endTime, and analyze such interhotspot time distribution of the outbreak topics.
In detail, we have three sessions of 9-month data see Table 1 and extract hotspots using three ordering choices i.e., reply number, view number, or the sum of both . We consider five cases of top N topics, that is, N ∈ {1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000}. In addition, the interhotspot time can be calculated by either startTime or endTime of each outbreak topic. Therefore, in total, we have 90 experiments 3 sessions × 3 orders × 5 top-N × 2 times . Due to the lack of space, we could not provide all 90 experimental plots but a subset in Figure 1 : 3 sessions, 3 orders, using N 1000 top 1000 hotspots , using endTime, that is, 3 × 3 × 1 × 1. We observe that the intertime distributions of outbreak topic follow power-law and span more than two orders of magnitude, with exponent change from −1.2644 to −1.5797. Similar span of the interval is found in 7 . This range is smaller than the one in 2-5 . A possible reason could be that we use hour as the time unit in calculating intertime distribution for our 9 months dataset, while the time unit in these related works is smaller either minute or second. Instead of showing the detailed power-law distributions for other 81 i.e., 90-9 in Figure 1 experiments, for example, different N, varying ordering strategies. Figure 2 shows the relationship between hotspot number N and power exponent γ in various experimental settings. In Figure 2 a , we observe that the power exponent γ increases for all sessions when the number of hotspot N grows. The heavy tail phenomenon tends to disappear when N becomes larger. As an extreme case, there will be a hotspot in every hour if N is huge. Of course, such extreme case is meaningless as the topic is not real hotspot if the topic's ranking order significantly lags behind e.g., N 5000 . Actually, the interhotspot time distributions of outbreak topics in all 3 sessions can lose power-law characteristics gradually when N > 5000. In addition, we analyze the difference using hotspot topics' endTime or startTime in Figure 2 b , and the different ordering strategies i.e., via reply number, view number, or the sum of both in Figure 2 c . We observe that using endTime can bring larger exponential compared to using startTime, this is because we clean those topics from the top N topics whose release time are before 2011.1.1. And there is no significant difference between different ordering strategies which tell us that when a hotspot topic attracts more replies, more views are attracted also.
A Hybrid Model
To understand the intrinsic mechanism of online forum's outbreak topics hotspots that are corresponding to human dynamics in terms of crowd events in social networking, we propose a rich model in this section. This model considers both the inner habit of an individual called "memory" and the interaction with social environment "interaction" ; therefore, the model is hybrid. From the memory aspect, a person who was active/inactive in contributing to topics in the past almost keeps the same style in future topics. From the interaction aspect, the behavior of each individual can be affected by the surroundings around us i.e., neighboring nodes of an individual . Furthermore, people have different social roles in the community, and hereinafter their impacts are distinct from each other. Therefore, we study a hybrid model that combines the impact of memory and interaction in this paper. The ket points of the model are as follows. 1 Time-discretization: the time step is discretized in terms of δ t 1 e.g., one hour in analyzing our Tianya datasets . Therefore, the status of crowd events e.g., hotspots in our experiment evolves/changes with timestamp t using "hour" as the unit . at timestamp t. Each node has two possible states, that is, S v i , t ignore||focus, which represents whether node v i concerns the current event in the crowd or not. It is worth noting the order of ignore and focus is not important in our model, as it does not affect the model's behavioral characteristics in the simulation. We only require ignore / focus, and in our simulation we apply ignore < focus as a regular scenario.
3 Crowd-events (hotspots): the emergence of a crowd event is as follows: firstly, a user posts a new topic; afterward, more and more people start to participant in this topic e.g., users reply and view a topic in Tianya ; after the participant number Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 7 satisfies certain conditions, this topic becomes an outbreak topic i.e., hotspot . As the time grows, there likely appear new events/topics that incrementally become more important and more interesting. In this way, new crowd events i.e., hotspots in Tianya show up and the old ones disappear gradually.
To model the intrinsic human dynamics in the crowd events, we consider both the external factor of interaction mechanism from surroundings in the network and the internal factor of individual's memory mechanism.
Interaction
Interaction is to model the external factor that stands for the influence from neighboring nodes in the network. Considering different nodes with distinctive impacts, the impact of node v i is denoted as D v i . For a node v j ∈ N v i , the influence of node v j to v i at timestamp t is as follows:
where S v i , t ∈ {ignore, focus} is the status of v i at timestamp t. In such case, the total influence to node v i from its neighbors is as follows:
As S v i , t ∈ {ignore, focus}, we have both Affect v j , v i , t ∈ ignore, focus and TotalAffect v i , t ∈ ignore, focus . Therefore, the distance between node v i and the status of its neighboring nodes at time step t is defined as
As TotalAffect v i , t ∈ ignore, focus and S v i , t ∈ {ignore, socus}, we have StutasDistance ∈ 0, |ignore − focus| , where |ignore − focus| is the maximum length of status distance. Then, the possibility of status change of node v i resulted from external cause is
StutasDistance v i , t ignore − focus .
4.4
As StutasDistance ∈ 0, |ignore − focus| , we have External v i , t ∈ 0, 1 . There are two extreme cases: 1 if all statuses of neighbors of v i are consistent with node v i at timestamp t, then at timestamp t 1, the probability of node v i status changes due to external cause is 0; and on the contrary, 2 if all neighbors of node v i have opposite status to node v i at timestamp t, at timestamp t 1, the probability of v i status changes External v i , t 1.
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Memory
Another factor can result in change of node status is of course the internal cause. Considering the node habit, a person was actively involved in a topic is very likely to participate in future discussion; and a person who was not stick to his opinion in the past also has high chance to change his position in future events/topics. Assume at timestamp t, our model records the status sequence {S v i , t , S v i , t − 1 , . . . , S v i , t − Δ 1 } of node v i in the past Δ time steps. We calculate the total number of status change in two consecutive steps as Δ change , and therefore the number of status does not change is Δ − Δ change . In such case, the possibility of status change caused by internal cause at timestamp t 1 can be defined as
Now, in terms of combing external cause and internal cause together, we can have the probability of status change of node v i at timestamp t 1:
The coefficient a and b stand for the crowd acceptance of internal cause and external cause, respectively, and the coefficient c and d are the individual acceptance of internal cause and external cause, respectively. In addition, we have two more experimental parameters: m and ck. m represents the ratio of the number of people staying in the status of focus in the whole crowd, and m ∈ 0, 1 . ck is for recording the current number of crowd events, which should be consistent with the number of hotspots in our previous empirical studies in Tianya's datasets.
Simulation
To validate our hybrid model, we build simulations using three well-known social network datasets, that is, WS network 27 100 nodes, 4 initial neighbors, 0.1 rewiring probability , BA network 28 100 nodes, 4 links by new node , and Zachary's Karate Club KC network 29 . For the value of S v i , t , we set ignore as −1 and focus as 1. The initial status of each node is randomly assigned according to the uniform distribution. The human internal memory is not unlimited, and we set Δ 7 like the literature 30, 31 . As mentioned in Section 4, our model has six main parameters, that is, a, b, c, d , m, and ck. For each simulation, we fix the setting of the 6 parameters, run the model 50 times with different initial assignment, and calculate the average results from 50 independent runs.
In Section 3, we discussed that there are 90 empirical experiments in total. By using the three different social networks i.e., WS, BA, KC , we have 90 × 3 270 simulations in total to verify our model. Due to the lack of paper space, we first only pick the empirical results of Session-A "People-Life" in the Tianya dataset, namely, Figures 1 a and 1 c as the target of the simulations. The simulation results using these three social networks are shown in Figure 3 . Here crowd event counter ck is set to 1000, which is consistent with the hotspot number N of the empirical results in Figure 1 . Figure 3 verifies that our model simulations are consistent with the empirical results. More detailed discussions will be provided in Section 6, and now we focus on analyse sensitivity of important parameters like m and ck. From our comprehensive simulation results including Figure 3 , we observe that the value of a, b remains stable when the simulation reaches a good performance with regards to the empirical results. Table 3 shows the most suitable parametric settings of a, b for the three session data in TianYa, corresponding to the three social networks. With the increase of m, the frequency of hotspots decreases. This is consistent with the ground-truth cases: in a large social network many registered IDs in TianYa , there might be many people that are interested in a hotspot in a given session e.g., Session-A on people life , but it is still impossible to attract all users to be interested in this hotspot topic.
Furthermore, the hotspots counter ck increases from 1000 to 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000, corresponding to the empirical studies in Section 3. As shown in Figure 6 , we observe that the effect of ck on γ is consistent with the empirical experiment in Figure 2 c . When ck > 5000, the interhotspot time distribution that was generated by our model will lose powerlaw characteristics gradually. By fixing ck and adjusting other parameters, we can achieve all reasonable γ that covers the range of power exponent in the empirical experiment. 
Discussion
From the simulation in Section 5, we identify the stability of the model coefficients a, b values for a specific network i.e., WS, BA, KC in a specific TianYa topic session i.e., A-Social-Life,BTittle-Tattle C-Entertainment-Gossip . For example, in the simulation of A-social-life using the BA network, we observe the stable value of parameter a, b from Figure 3 g -3 i . Such stability means that a social network has stable internal acceptances and external acceptances to individuals in general. Furthermore, the values of a, b can vary with regards to different topic sessions and different social networks, which indicates that different crowd/networks present different internal and external acceptance. Regarding parameter d of the internal effects, it has little influence on the hotspots. This means that the influence of some individual variation to the hotspots/crowd events is quite low and even can be ignored. On the contrary, the external impact c has significant influence on the power exponent γ. It indicates that individual people are highly affected by external context e.g., the behaviors of soundings in the network . Therefore, in a social network, the stronger influence of surroundings and social propaganda, the higher chance of crowd event can outbreak e.g., appear of a new hotspot in an Internet forum like TianYa . Nevertheless, Figure 4 shows that when parameter c grows to a certain level, γ tends to be stable, which indicates that the influence of environment and interaction between nodes is not infinite. The individual internal factor also takes effects, for example, some users never join the discussion of a hotspot topic.
Based on the comparison between our model simulations and the empirical results, the outbreak of hotspots in social networks and the interhotspot time distribution highly depend on the two aspects, that is, the internal memory mechanisms and the external interaction in the networks. In particular, the mutual influence between nodes is the main factor to the final power exponent γ . Suitable parameters are required in the model simulation, and too high or too low parameters can result in impractical simulations that are far away from real-life crowd events in social networks. For a large topic session in online social forum like TianYa, the value of m indicates how many users are interested in a hotspot. If m is too large, almost every user focuses on the same hotspot, and this situation is quite irregular; and on the other hand, if m is too small, such hotspots are not real interesting crowd events. Therefore, for simulations on a selected topic session in TianYa, we find suitable settings of four model parameters i.e., a, b, c, and d and then fix them and study the sensitivity of m. This is because for a specific session with a chosen network, the network internal/external acceptance and the individual internal/external acceptance are stable.
Conclusions
Social networking sites like Internet forum e.g., TianYa in China provide a unique way for rapid information prorogation and discussion. Research on the laws underlying user behaviors on such social networking sites means a lot in understanding human dynamics and in turn can provide better services. Traditional studies on such human dynamics are largely limited to a simple model, either trivial memory mechanism or simple interactions with only a small set of neighbors say 2-4 . In this paper, we first provide a hybrid and rich model, that is, able to combine the impact of individual memory and interactions among users in a large social network. We try not to simply plug the two parts together, but build a stronger model with a sound mathematical integration of various useful parameters during our modeling and simulation. We designed a hybrid model that can fully integrate both sides. Moreover, when we discuss "interactions", a set of structural-level network features and node influences upon the social network are deeply considered. The reason is that nodes of social network can have different habit and social influence. We simulated our hybrid model with three well-known networking datasets and evaluated it with large-scale top-one Internet forum in China. We focused on analyzing hotspots i.e., outbreak topics in different topic sessions. Based on the comparison between our simulation and empirical studies, we observe similar power-law interhotspot time distribution using different networks. Therefore, our model can offer an understanding of the dynamic mechanism of crowd events in social networks.
In this paper, the node influence is measured by node degree. To further improve our hybrid model, we will apply advanced metrics in quantifying node influence. For example, we will consider link analysis algorithms like PageRank to model node diffusion. In addition, we will model the evolution of social networks and study its effects on hotspots, to better understand human dynamics in an evolving social networking context.
